
Vitis-AI Tutorial for 

Machine Learning –

TensorFlow2



Vitis AI Overview

➢ The Vitis™ AI development environment 

accelerates AI inference on Xilinx®  

hardware platforms, including both Edge 

devices and Alveo™ accelerator cards. 

➢ It consists of optimized IP cores, tools, 

libraries, models, and example designs.

➢ It supports most popular frameworks, 

Pytorch, Tensorflow, Tensorflow 2 and 

Caffe.

➢ More information on the latest Vitis AI 

1.4 release is available here. [link]
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https://www.xilinx.com/products/design-tools/vitis/vitis-ai-whats-new.html


TensorFlow2 Tutorial 

➢ This tutorial shows you how to compile and run the same 

identical design and application code on Xilinx FPGA cards. 

➢ The virtually seamless transition between Edge and Cloud is 

made possible by the Vitis™ AI RunTime (VART) which is 

common to all target platforms and its unified APIs.

➢ Environment Setup

➢ Running TensorFlow2 example

3Ref: https://github.com/ITRI-AIdea/AIdea-FPGA-Edge-AI

https://github.com/ITRI-AIdea/AIdea-FPGA-Edge-AI


Introduction

➢We will run the following steps:

• Setup Vitis-AI docker environment.

• Download and preparation of the dataset. Conversion of images to TFRecords.

• Training and evaluation of a custom CNN using TensorFlow's built-in version of 

Keras.

• Quantization of the floating-point model using the Xilinx quantizer provided as part of 

Vitis-AI.

• Evaluation of the quantized model using the training test dataset.

• Compilation of the quantized model for execution on the target boards.

• Execution of the network on the target boards with the provided Python scripts.
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Steps to Run TF2 

Example

➢Step 0 – make TFRecords

➢Step 1 – training

➢Step 2 – quantization

➢Step 3 – compile

➢Step 4 – run on target
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Dataset

➢ For AIdea AOI Defect Classification contest, please download the training dataset 

provided by AIdea (train_images.zip and train.csv) manually or through AIdea CLI tool.

➢ The dataset contains 2528 images for training in .PNG format.

➢ Each image is labeled with one of the following 6 categories in train.csv:

• 0: normal

• 1: void

• 2: horizontal defect

• 3: vertical defect

• 4: edge defect

• 5: particle

6Reference: AIdea CLI tool

https://github.com/ITRI-AIdea/aidea-cli


Convolutional Neural Network

➢ The customcnn.py script uses the Keras Functional API to describe the simple CNN. It is 

a fully convolutional network and has no fully connected or dense layers. There are also 

no pooling layers—data reduction is achieved by using convolutional layers that have 

strides greater than one.

➢ The CNN has deliberately been kept simple
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Environment Setup



System Requirements

➢ An x86 host machine with a supported OS and the GPU/CPU version of the Vitis-AI 

docker installed - see System Requirements [link].

➢ The host machine will require Docker to be installed and the Vitis-AI GPU/CPU docker 

image to be built - see Getting Started [link]. At least 100GB of disk space for the disk 

partition running Docker.

➢ A GPU card suitable for ML training - a GPU with at least 8GB of memory is 

recommended.

➢ For the Alveo U50/U50LV, follow the Setup Alveo Accelerator Card with HBM for 

DPUCAHX8H/L [link] instructions.
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https://github.com/Xilinx/Vitis-AI/blob/master/docs/learn/system_requirements.md
https://github.com/Xilinx/Vitis-AI#getting-started
https://github.com/Xilinx/Vitis-AI/tree/master/setup/alveo


Vitis-AI Architecture
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Docker

Conda

Host OS

FPGA



Setting up – Docker and Vitis-AI Installation

➢Install Docker and git - if Docker or git is not installed on your machine yet

• Ensure your linux user is in the group docker

➢Clone Vitis-AI repository from Xilinx github

$ git clone https://github.com/Xilinx/Vitis-AI.git

➢Vitis-AI docker container can either runs on a CPU or on a nVidia GPU 

card with CUDA supported. We will be using “CPU docker” or “GPU 

docker” for short.

11Working directory: /

https://docs.docker.com/install/linux/linux-postinstall/


Setting up – Docker

➢Depending on the device (CPU or GPU) to run the Vitis-AI flow, including 

model training, quantization, etc., there are three different approaches 

towards getting a docker image.
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CPU 

docker 

image

GPU 

docker 

image

Plan to run Vitis-AI 

docker on CPU

Plan to run Vitis-AI 

docker on nVidia

GPU

Download pre-

built CPU docker

Build CPU docker 

image from recipe

Build GPU docker 

image from recipe



Vitis-AI Environment – Acquiring Docker Image

➢ There are two types of docker recipes provided in Vitis-AI - CPU recipe and GPU recipe. 

$ cd Vitis-AI

➢ If you have a compatible nVidia graphics card with CUDA support, you could use GPU 

recipe. Otherwise, you could use CPU recipe.

➢ Download Pre-built CPU Docker image (option1, for CPU docker)

$ docker pull xilinx/vitis-ai-cpu:latest

➢ Build CPU Docker image (option2, for CPU docker)

$ cd setup/docker

$ ./docker_build_cpu.sh

➢ Build GPU Docker image (option3, for GPU docker)

$ cd setup/docker

$./docker_build_gpu.sh

13Working directory: /Vitis-AI/



Vitis-AI Environment – Running on CPU

➢ Run Pre-built CPU Docker image

$ ./docker_run.sh xilinx/vitis-ai-

cpu:latest

➢ The docker container will start and after 

accepting the license agreement, you should 

see something like this in the terminal.

➢ If you get a "Permission Denied" error when 

starting the docker container, it is almost 

certainly because the docker_run.sh script is 

not set to be executable. You can fix this by 

running the following command:

chmod +x docker_run.sh

14Working directory: /Vitis-AI/



Vitis-AI Environment – Running on nVidia GPU

➢Command for running docker container on nVidia GPU

$ ./docker_run.sh xilinx/vitis-ai-gpu:latest

➢The GPU docker has been tested with GPU machines with Docker 19.03.1, 

NVIDIA driver 410.xx (to work with CUDA 10.0) and nvidia-docker 2.2.2.

➢Please use the file ./docker_run.sh as a reference for the docker launching 

scripts, you could make necessary modification to it according to your needs.

15Working directory: /Vitis-AI/



Setting up AIdea Environment

➢ In Vitis-AI docker container, clone the AIdea FPGA Edge AI repository and 

change the directory to AIdea-FPGA-Edge-AI.

Vitis-AI /workspace > 

git clone https://github.com/ITRI-AIdea/AIdea-FPGA-Edge-AI.git

Vitis-AI /workspace > 

cd AIdea-FPGA-Edge-AI/

16
Working directory in docker container: 
/workspace/



Setting up AIdea Environment – Dataset

➢For AIdea contest please download the train_images.zip dataset and the 

train.csv file.

➢Move both files into the AIdea-FPGA-Edge-AI folder, which is the same 

folder that contains the python (.py) and shell (.sh) scripts in the container. 

(/workspace/AIdea-FPGA-Edge-AI/)

➢Unzip train_images.zip dataset.
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Working directory in docker container: 
/workspace/AIdea-FPGA-Edge-AI/



Setting up AIdea Environment – Dataset (cont.)

➢ Run aoi_rename.py. The script will rename every training image in the train_images folder 
with its label. Ex: train_00000.png will be renamed to 0.train_00000.png where 

the leading 0 is its label.

$ python3 aoi_rename.py

➢ Create a directory to store the training dataset.

$ mkdir dataset

$ cd dataset

$ mkdir train

$ cd ..

➢ Copy the renamed images to the training directory.

$ cp -r train_images/. dataset/train/

18
Working directory in docker container: 
/workspace/AIdea-FPGA-Edge-AI/



Environment Setup – Summary

➢ Install Docker environment and build/download docker image

➢Run Vitis-AI docker container on CPU/GPU.

➢Clone the AIdea FPGA Edge AI repository

➢Download AOI Defect Classification dataset

➢Setup training images
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Vitis-AI Design Flow



Converting Images to TFRecord

➢ Dataset images are converted into TFRecord before training using
images_to_tfrec.py.

➢ During training, the TFRecord files are read into the tf.data pipeline 
by the input_fn_trn function defined in dataset_utils.py

➢ This function finds all TFRecord files whose names match the 

pattern train_*.tfrecord and creates a tf.data.Dataset object.

➢ The function also includes all the image pre-processing (resizing 

and random cropping, augmentation and normalization)

➢ Currently Vitis-AI only support quantization of models trained on 

the following frameworks

• Caffe

• PyTorch

• TensorFlow1.x, TensorFlow2.x
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Model Training

➢The train.py will import the model created from customcnn.py with 

specified input_height, input_width and other user input arguments. 

➢For AIdea contest, since the testing dataset will be fixed to 512x512, please 

keep the default value 512 as the input argument for both input_height, 

input_width to train the custom model.

➢The train.py will output the trained model named “f_model.h5” to 

“float_model” folder. For custom pre-trained model, please follow the 

same naming rule and directory.
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Model Training (cont.)

➢ The complete list of command line arguments available in train.py.
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Argument Default Description

--input_height 512
Input images are resized to input_height x input_width - leave at 
default 512

--input_width 512
Input images are resized to input_height x input_width - leave at 
default 512

--input_chan 3 Number of channels in input image - leave at default

--tfrec_dir tfrecords Folder containing TFRecord files

--batchsize 50
Batchsize used in training and validation - adjust for memory capacity 
of your GPU(s)

--epochs 10 Number of training epochs

--learnrate 0.001 Initial learning rate for optimizer

--chkpt_dir float_model Folder where trained checkpoint will be written

--tboard tb_logs Folder where TensorBoard logs will be written



Vitis AI Quantizer

➢ Generally, 32-bit floating-point weights and activation values are used when training neural 

networks.

➢ By converting the 32-bit floating-point weights and activations to fixed-point like INT8, the AI 

Quantizer can reduce the computing complexity without losing prediction accuracy. 

➢ The fixed point network model requires less memory bandwidth, thus providing faster speed and 

higher power efficiency than the floating-point model.
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Vitis AI Quantizer Flow

➢ To capture activation statistics and 

improve the accuracy of quantized 

models, the Vitis AI quantizer must run 

several iterations of inference to 

calibrate the activations. 

➢ A calibration image dataset input is 

required. Generally, the quantizer works 

well with 100–1000 calibration images. 

➢ Because there is no need for back 

propagation, the un-labeled dataset is 

sufficient.

25https://www.xilinx.com/support/documentation/sw_manuals/vitis_ai/1_3/ug1414-vitis-ai.pdf

https://www.xilinx.com/support/documentation/sw_manuals/vitis_ai/1_3/ug1414-vitis-ai.pdf


Vitis AI Quantizer (cont.)

The quantize.py script will do the following:

➢ Make a folder (default name is quant_model) to contain the quantized model in HDF5 

format.

➢ Create a tf.data.Dataset object using the input_fn_quant defined in dataset_utils.py

➢ this tf.data.Dataset is used to provide images for calibration.

➢ Run the quantization process using the Vitis-AI quantizer plug-in for TensorFlow2.

➢ Save the quantized HDF5 model to the folder indicated by the --quant_model command 

line argument.

➢ If the --evaluate command line argument is included, then the quantize.py script will 

evaluate the accuracy of the quantized model using the same test dataset that was used 

for validation during training.
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Vitis AI Quantizer (cont.)

➢ The complete list of command line arguments available in quantize.py.
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Argument Default Description

--float_model
float_model/f_m

odel.h5
Full path of floating-point model

--quant_model
quant_model/q_

model.h5
Full path of quantized model

--batchsize 50 Batchsize for quantization

--tfrec_dir tfrecords Full path to folder containing TFRecord files

--evaluate No input required Evaluate quantized model if set



AI Compiler 

➢ The AI Compiler maps the AI model to a high-efficient instruction set and data flow. In this 

step, the network Graph and the Weights are compiled.
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AI Compiler 

➢ The Vitis AI Compiler generates the compiled model based on the Deep Learning 

Processor Unit (DPU) microarchitecture. There are numbers of different DPUs supported 

in Vitis AI for different platforms and applications. In this tutorial, the DPUCAHX8H is used 

in the target platform.
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AI Compiler (cont.)

➢ The inference of the contest will be performed on Xilinx Alveo U50LV with 10E275 MHz 

DPUCAHX8H DPU. 

➢ The architecture of the device and DPU can be set in the compile.sh script to match the 

inference environment. Here we will use u50lv for compilation.

30

Working file: /compile.sh



AI Compiler (cont.)

➢The compile.sh script will generate the compiled model.

➢ A complete list of arguments available in compile.sh.
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vai_c_tensorflow2
Argument

Default Description

--model quant_model/q_model.h5 Full path of quantized model

--arch No default value
Currently support u50, u50lv and ZCU102 
architecture - Please specified u50lv

--output_dir compiled_model Output directory of compiled model

--net_name deploy Name of the CNN - leave at default



Compile Model for 

Target FPGA



TensorFlow2 Inference

➢ Activate the Tensorflow2 python virtual environment with 

conda activate vitis-ai-tensorflow2 and you should see 

the prompt change to indicate that the environment is 
active

Vitis-AI /workspace > 

conda activate vitis-ai-tensorflow2

➢ Change to the AIdea-FPGA-Edge-AI directory if you 

haven’t.

Vitis-AI /workspace > 

cd AIdea-FPGA-Edge-AI/

➢ For caffe or pytorch workflows, please activate conda

environment accordingly. The final inference will be run 

on TensorFlow2 framework.

33
Working directory in docker container: 
/workspace/



TensorFlow2 Inference – Steps 0 Pre-processing

➢ Step 0 - Converting the dataset images to TFRecords

(vitis-ai-tensorflow2) Vitis-AI /workspace/AIdea-FPGA-Edge-AI >  

python -u images_to_tfrec.py 2>&1 | tee tfrec.log

34

➢ To speed up training, the PNG images of 

the dataset will be converted into the 

TFRecord format.

Working directory in docker container: 
/workspace/AIdea-FPGA-Edge-AI



TensorFlow2 Inference – Step 1 Training

➢ Step 1 – Training with provided dataset

(vitis-ai-tensorflow2) Vitis-AI /workspace/AIdea-FPGA-Edge-AI >  

python -u train.py 2>&1 | tee train.log

➢ After training, the trained 32-bits floating-point model will be saved to float_model

directory in .h5 format.
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Working directory in docker container: 
/workspace/AIdea-FPGA-Edge-AI



TensorFlow2 Inference – Step 2 Quantization

➢ Step 2 - Quantization

(vitis-ai-tensorflow2) Vitis-AI 

/workspace/AIdea-FPGA-Edge-AI > 

python -u quantize.py --evaluate 2>&1 | 

tee quantize.log

➢ The Xilinx DPU family of ML accelerators execute 

models and networks that have their parameters 

in integer format so we must convert the trained, 

floating-point checkpoint into a fixed-point integer 

checkpoint - this process is known as 

quantization

36
Working directory in docker container: 
/workspace/AIdea-FPGA-Edge-AI



TensorFlow2 Inference – Step 3 Compiling

➢Step 3 – Compiling for the target

(vitis-ai-tensorflow2) Vitis-AI 

/workspace/AIdea-FPGA-Edge-AI >

source compile.sh u50lv

➢The compile.sh shell script will compile the 

quantized model and create an .xmodel file 

which contains the instructions and data to 

be executed by the DPU to compiled_model

folder.

➢Please zip the .xmodel without the leading 

folder and upload to AIdea for the contest. 

37
Working directory in docker container: 
/workspace/AIdea-FPGA-Edge-AI



Summary

➢Pre-processing

➢Training (optional)

➢Quantization 

➢Compiling xmodel

Note: Step 4 will be performed automatically once the xmodel is uploaded to AIdea.
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Contact Us:

support@e-elements.com.tw 


